MieleLogic
- Prepaid
Features in this guidance are dependent on the installed software

Prepaied
User guidance
Features in this guidance is dependent on the installed
software

When the machine is vacant, the
display changes regularly between
three different informations.

By pressing the little globe in the down
right corner, another guidance language
can be chosen.
Language is an optional feature, and may in addition to
Norwegian, show English, German, Swedish and Danish.

Starting the machine
Features in this guidance are dependent on the installed software

Insert the card in the card reader.
If there is not enough money on the card to
start a program, the text “Insufficient funding“
appears. The laundry account must then be
"filled up" before it can be used to start the
machine.
(<Reserve>, <Balance> and <SMS?> are options. They can be
used without money on the card)

Select a program on the machine.

Price for the selected program is displayed.
Verify program selection, press <Buy>

The card can be removed, and the
machine can be started by pressing the
start button on the machine.

SMS-reminder
Option

Insert the card in the card reader and press
<SMS?>
(<Reserve>, <Balance> and <SMS?> are options)

Enter the desired mobile number. (Norwegian
with 8 digits only)
Entered digits can be deleted with <C>
Confirm by pressing <√>
Cancel by pressing <x>

Confirmation emerges
If there is a price for the issue, the price is
shown.
Confirm with <Yes>, or <No> if you do not want
SMS

Reservation
Option

Insert the card in the card reader and
press <Reserve>
Date, time and the machine is to be
selected in desired order.
(<Reserve>, <Balance> and <SMS?> are options)

Date, Time and Machine is
to be selected in the desired
order.

Confirmation is displayed. Accept with <OK>

SMS reminder for upcoming reservation.
The information can be edited by pressing
the respective buttons.

Balance
Option

Insert the card in the card reader and press
<Balance>
(<Reserve>, <Balance> and <SMS?> are options)

Balance, consumption last month, and so far
this month appear.
The consumption information applies only to consumption in the
current laundry, and does not include what is washed for in any
other laundries the user has access to.
Balance is the same in all laundries

